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At Sensus, we are committed to environmental stewardship —

from raw materials to finished products. Every employee at  

Sensus understands that to secure a sustainable future,           

environmental stewardship must be the goal of countries,      

cultures, companies and individuals. 

As a global solutions provider for utilities, Sensus helps our     

customers meet their sustainability goals. Our broad portfolio of products for electric, 

water and gas utilities offers a way to efficiently manage precious resources, deliver 

those resources to homes and businesses, and measure consumption to empower     

consumers to meet their conservation goals.  

As our industry moves forward into a new era of smarter utilities and better                 

infrastructure, Sensus is building on our strong base of customer-driven innovation. Our 

company has extensive experience in the emerging smart technologies that are           

essential to a sustainable future; it is natural for us to use our own technologies to    

continue to improve our environmental impact. 

We are pleased to share our sustainability goals, highlights, statistics and case studies 

with  you, our customers and partners, in the pages that follow. We hope you find this 

report informative and we welcome your feedback. 

                                                                      Sincerely, 

        

 

                                                                        Peter Mainz 
                                                                        CEO and President 

Letter from our CEO 
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2012 is the first year Sensus has benchmarked its environmental impact and reported   

using Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines. We began our sustainability journey this 

year by benchmarking our processes and policies at all our North American facilities. To 

determine what to measure for our first report, we convened a “Green Team” of key    

employees at our North American manufacturing facilities and offices. The team              

examined the major aspects of sustainability that are affected by our operations,           

determined the areas where we make a positive impact and identified areas of               

sustainability that the company that present opportunities for    

improvement.  

This report covers Sensus’ North American operations, including 

Smith-Blair and Precision Die Casting (now Sensus Automotive) for 

the calendar years 2009 – 2011. Future yearly GRI reports will      

incorporate more of our international facilities and will become 

more robust as we grow in the reporting process.  We believe it is 

important to make this information publically available and we 

hope it will be useful to our customers, suppliers, and any parties 

wishing to use GRI in a comparative way. Sensus has reported fully 

on more GRI indicators than the Level C Framework requires, and 

will strive for Level B reporting in future years. 

 

About GRI: 

Application Level C is intended for entry-level reporting     

organizations. Organizations should report fully on at least 

10 Performance Indicators,  either core or additional, including at least one from each  In-

dicator Dimension (Economic, Environmental, and Social).  

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) drives sustainability reporting by all organizations. 

GRI produces a comprehensive Sustainability Reporting Framework that is widely used 

around the world, to enable greater organizational transparency. The Framework, includ-

ing the Reporting Guidelines, sets out the Principles and Indicators organizations can use 

to report their economic, environmental, and social performance. 

About this Report 
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About Sensus 

With operations and service facilities on five 

continents and in 18 countries, Sensus is a 

global leader in utility infrastructure systems 

and resource conservation. Our company is 

rooted in 100 years of experience —           

and  focused squarely on the future. 

Helping utilities and consumers make the 

most of finite water and energy resources 

takes more than just innovative technology 

and knowhow. Sensus delivers reliable,    

flexible, and proven products and solutions 

that provide advanced measurement, data collection, analysis and control capabilities 

that help our customers improve operational efficiency while reducing their environ-

mental impact.  

Sensus is privately owned. The executive officers are elected annually by our Board of     

Directors and generally serve until their successors are duly elected and qualified. The  

directors are elected at the annual meeting of the stockholders and generally serve for 

one year until their successors are duly elected and qualified. As of January, 2010, the 

Board of Directors consisted of 13 members.   

Sensus serves the global marketplace with technologies and services for electric, water 

and gas utilities.  Sensus is an active, leading member of many industry associations. Our 

involvement in the influential organizations that impact the industry allows us to listen to 

and contribute thought leadership with our colleagues and peers. We gain insight into 

trends, customer issues and industry growth opportunities through our membership in 

these organizations.  

At Sensus, we believe that our partnerships enable us to better meet the needs of        

customers in the water, electric and gas industries. Our partner ecosystem is the conduit 

by which we contribute to the vision of intelligent technologies integrated into a safe and 

efficient network for reliable and meaningful utility and customer communications. 



 

 

Company History 

From our origin of more than a century ago to today's latest products, Sensus has    

maintained its place as a global leader in utility infrastructure management. These 

deep roots grew Sensus into the undisputed leader in meter technology for the water 

industry. Through new technology innovation, the company has continued to grow 

into new areas and now provides utility information and management systems for 

water, gas and electric utilities. 

 

The original name of our company, Pittsburgh Equitable Meter Company, was born 

from our first owners, the Rockwell family, which established the company's first 

headquarters in Uniontown, Pennsylvania. Millions of meters and decades of industry 

leadership later, company diversification led us into the gas meter and valve             

operations and renamed the company Invensys Metering Systems. A few years later, 

still on the heels of yet more industry-leading advancements, Sensus Metering       

Systems emerged.  In the last decade, Sensus dropped the “metering systems” from 

the name and acquired long range radio communications technology and a               

distribution automation company. 

 

Today, Sensus is a leading global technology provider of advanced utility                    

infrastructure solutions and services. We provide real world, proven solutions for   

water, gas, electric and heat utilities with offerings that include communications,         

metering and management, control and analysis that enables our customers to more 

effectively and efficiently manage their distribution networks.  Sensus continues to 

be an industry leader, having one of the largest installed Advanced Metering             

Infrastructure (AMI) bases in the world. We are an innovative company that             

aggressively pushes the boundaries of utility infrastructure management with          

exceptional communication systems that enable customers to intelligently utilize 

their resources with unprecedented efficiency. 

6 
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Organizational Structure 

Sensus’ highest governing body is its 13-member Board of Directors. Daniel W. Harness 

serves as the board’s Vice Chairman. The Sensus executive team has great                   

understanding of the myriad of issues facing utilities today. Together, they direct        

strategic initiatives for Sensus, including those related to economic, social and             

environmental performance. The executive team is comprised of 16 members from 

around the globe focused on smart partnerships to push the boundaries of utility   

management so that together, we achieve unprecedented efficiency and conservation. 

Peter Mainz 

CEO and President  

Colin Flannery               

Executive Vice President, 

and General Counsel 

James Hilty 

Chief Financial Officer  

George Uram               

Executive Vice President, 

Industry and Regulatory 

Randolph Wheatley 

Executive Vice President,                

Corporate Marketing 

Matthew Zafuto 

Vice President,              

Corporate Strategy and 

Business Development 

Kevin Cheatham 

President, 

 Smith-Blair 

Joseph McCormick 

President,  

Sensus Automotive 

Christopher Duhnen 

Executive Vice President, 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

and Asia Pacific 

Jose Hernandez           

Executive Vice President,            

South America  

Ron Ridge                                   

Chief Information Officer  

Britton Sanderford     

Chief Technology Officer 

Mike Tracy 

Chief Operating Officer  

Todd Boyle           

Chief People Officer  

Steve Sanger                 

Executive Vice President,            

United Kingdom  

John Stafford               

Executive Vice President,            

North America  



 

 

Sensus’ products, solutions and services are designed to improve our utility customers’ 

businesses — focusing on improving electric grid reliability, water conservation and   

natural gas safety — while reducing impact on precious resources and the environment. 

We seek to minimize the impact of our products by ensuring that our manufacturing 

processes are environmentally friendly and energy-efficient.  In our facilities and offices 

around the world, Sensus strives to reduce the use of energy and raw materials, reclaim 

and reuse water, and recycle materials.   

 

 

 

 

 

The Sensus Environmental Sustainability Program was started in 2012 with these goals:  

Create a GRI reporting process, which is sustainable and repeatable 

Gather environmental data across all Sensus facilities 

Report on the company’s progress both internally and externally 

 

This program will help Sensus create 

and maintain a culture focused on 

reducing our environmental impact 

throughout our value chain, from 

supplier to customer.  

Our Environmental Sustainability Program 

“Create and maintain a culture  

focused on reducing our  

environmental impact throughout our value 

chain, from supplier to customer.” 
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2011 Sustainability Performance 

2011 Performance Highlights 

Our Communities 

Village level sponsor for Water for People 

Smith-Blair partnered with local community colleges and prisons to train welders 

Prevented lead from entering our waterways with the introduction of the iPERL™ 

Helped communities save water and energy, reduce crime, and restore power quickly after an 

emergency 

Our Employees 

Sensus Automotive (formerly PDC) won the North American Die Casting Association Award for 

zero lost days due to injury 

Programs to support healthy eating and fitness 

Succession planning to prevent the loss of skilled workers 

Our Environment 

Reduced electricity use by 20% since 2009 when normalized to sales 

Reduced natural gas use by 16% since 2009 when normalized to sales 

Resold or recycled over 60% of waste generated 

Decreased air emissions by 62% since 2009 when normalized to sales 

Decreased GHG emissions by 20% since 2009 when normalized to sales 

As an industry leading provider of products that contribute significantly to energy     

conservation, it is important for us to create and maintain a company culture focused 

on reducing our environmental impact. Our approach to sustainability examines three 

main components: our communities, our employees, and our environment.  

To achieve this vision, Sensus must constantly look for ways to improve, even as our  

operations grow. To accomplish this, we are committed to establishing and                   

implementing initiatives and programs that ensure our growth is sustainable at an     

economic, social and environmental level. 



 

 

Engaging Our Stakeholders 

As a supplier of products that help consumers reduce their environmental impact, 

communicating with our stakeholders about sustainability has always been important 

at Sensus. Input from our employees, customers and partners was a significant factor 

behind our decision to develop a sustainability program and to measure and report on 

our corporate environmental sustainability performance. 

During the last six months, our Green Team has engaged in formal and informal in-

person, phone and e-mail conversations with various stakeholders regarding sustain-

ability.  Sensus stakeholders for this first report included employees at all levels within 

the company, from manufacturing workers up through our executive team. Their input 

has helped guide the process and highlighted areas that are important to our            

customers and employees, and for continued growth at Sensus.  

Through conversations with employees, we found that many of our customers are   

collecting sustainability information from their suppliers. In addition, we have recently 

received surveys from various companies hired by our customers to better assess their 

suppliers commitment to sustainability. We have addressed some of these questions in 

this report, including: 

Does Sensus measure Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions?  

How much energy does Sensus use? 

What has Sensus done to reduce energy consumption? 

How much water does Sensus use? 

What steps has Sensus taken to reduce water consumption? 

Which environmental programs/products/best practices/designations and            

certifications has Sensus participated in or implemented? 

How does Sensus manage and dispose of waste? 

What percent of the waste stream is recycled or reused? 

10 
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Community 



 

 

Community Involvement 

Organizations to Which Sensus or its Employees Contribute 

Sensus and its employees provide generous donations of both time and money to 

many local, regional and national charitable organizations. The following is a list of 

some of the organizations they have contributed to between 2009 and 2011. 

12 

American Cancer Society—Relay for Life 

American Heart Association 

American Diabetes Association 

Area Churches & Schools 

Boys and Girls Club 

Boy Scouts 

CASA for Children 

Dress for Success 

Fayette County Blind Association 

Food Bank of NC 

Girl Scouts 

Habitat for Humanity 

Junior Achievement  

Knights of Columbus 

Leukemia and Lymphoma Society 

March of Dimes 

Meet Me at The Bridge—Homeless Outreach 

Mellie’s Mission 

U.S. and International Mission Trips 

National Parkinson Foundation 

Rett Syndrome Foundation 

Salvation Army 

Special Olympics 

Susan G. Komen—Race for the Cure 

SonLight Missions, Inc. 

Toys for Tots 

United Way 

Water for People 
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Water for People 

In 2010 and 2011, Sensus was a Village Level sponsor of Water for 

People, a non-profit organization committed to ensuring that all   

people have access to safe drinking water and sanitation, and where 

no one suffers or dies from water- or sanitation-related diseases. 

To achieve this mission, Water for People works with its partners to develop innovative 

and long-lasting solutions to water, sanitation and hygiene problems in the developing 

world.  

  

Recognizing the     

shortage of skilled 

workers, welders at our 

Smith-Blair facility   

partner with local   

community colleges    

to train the next            

generation. 

Commitment to Supplier Diversity 

Many of the materials used in our products come from suppliers in niche markets,  

limiting our choices when it comes to selecting suppliers. Where possible, Sensus has 

contracts with minority-, women-, and disability-owned businesses as well as small 

businesses. Last year, our facility in DuBois, PA spent over $6 million with minority-, 

women-, and disability-owned businesses. Our headquarters in Raleigh, NC purchases 

its office supplies from FSI, a certified Minority Business Enterprise. As new suppliers 

are brought on board, we will continue our commitment to supplier diversity. 

Community Involvement Cont’d 



 

 

Sensus products are used by our customers to better manage resources, support     

conservation efforts and raise efficiency standards. 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure Technology 

Leading the industry in the total number of installed Advanced        

Metering Infrastructure (AMI) devices, Sensus is the exclusive       

provider of the FlexNet™ AMI solution. This smart metering technology empowers 

electricity, gas, water or combination utilities to conserve resources – through a      

flexible, reliable and open system. Only FlexNet delivers primary-use, Federal           

Communications Commission (FCC) licensed spectrum, which guarantees an               

uncluttered, crystal clear path for transmissions, regardless of population density         

or terrain.  

By using the FlexNet AMI solution, utilities can remotely communicate with the meters, 

monthly meter readings and allowing some remote turn on/shut off. This reduces gas 

usage and emissions by eliminating the need for drivers to check each meter every 

month. In addition, customers can monitor and manage their usage, which can help 

conservation efforts. 

Commitment to Zero-Lead Water Meters 

Sensus products are designed with customer health and 

safety in mind. Sensus has created a new standard in the   

industry with zero-lead meter additions to its                       

AquaSense™ smart water solution. The composite water  

meters meet all guidelines and are stronger and more        

durable than traditional bronze meters. The Sensus zero-lead 

composite meter line was        implemented years ahead of regulatory requirements 

mandated in the Reduction of Lead in Drinking Water Act, which reduces the lead limit 

from 8% to 0.25% for wetted surfaces of pipe, pipe fittings and plumbing fittings and 

fixtures and to 0.2% for solder and flux. Regulations go into effect on January 4, 2014. 

Sensus addressed lead-related concerns in the U.S. by introducing the zero-lead iPERL™ 

and accuSTREAM™ residential meters in 2010 and 2011, respectively.  

Our Products 
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Case Study: Redwood City, CA 

Redwood City Uses FlexNet™  for Innovative Conservation Program 

This rapidly-growing community in northern California felt the effects of a three-year 

drought that depleted water supplies and stressed the volume of water Redwood buys 

annually from the San Francisco Public Utilities     

Commission for its 83,000 water customers.          

Officials knew that unless they took proactive 

measures, heavy rationing and penalties for 

overuse were the next steps. Initial attempts at 

water budgeting, which focused on monthly 

usage and rate reports, prompted customer 

complaints because results were released after 

water was already used.  

Redwood turned to Sensus FlexNet for the      

answer. The fixed-base system is delivering 

hourly readings around the clock. The             

information is transformed into reports that 

detail usage, time of use and leak detection via diagnostics. The city used this data to 

develop a web-based tool to calculate the irrigation customer’s water budget, based on 

weather patterns and how much water a customer’s landscape needs in any given day. 

An automatic email module is also in use – based off of a customer’s suggestion – to 

alert customers of potential overuse or continuous leaks.  

Thanks to the FlexNet solution’s ability to provide real-time system reliability, the first 

year of the pilot was a complete success. Water usage has plummeted.   

The conservation program saved more than 80 million gallons of water–about 15      

percent–in 2009 irrigation use compared to 2008 numbers. Some irrigation customers 

reduced their budgets and bills by $75,000.  

Redwood City customers now have access to daily water consumption records,            

including a chart of monthly, weekly, daily or hourly water use. With 24-hour access to 

their water account, customers can now make adjustments prior to the end of the 

month so that they stay within their budget and retain the lowest tier of rates.   



 

 

Expanding Smart Metering Technology to Streetlights 

In 2011, Sensus partnered with Global Green Lighting to replace 350 high-pressure    

sodium lighting fixtures with energy efficient LED lights in a high crime park in         

Chattanooga, TN. The LED lights are compliant with International Dark Sky Association 

initiatives, which aim to reduce nighttime light pollution. 

By using the Sensus FlexNet AMI system the lights can be 

remotely turned on/off, dimed, and flashed in patterns to 

signal emergencies and evacuation routes. In addition, the 

two way communication allows for data reporting for      

energy usage, planning and maintenance and alarm         

notification and outage reporting. 

Chattanooga has already saved $1 million per year due to the increased energy          

efficiency and lifespan of the LED bulbs, and expects to save another $1.7 million per 

year from reduced maintenance costs from drivers looking for burned out light bulbs 

and replacing sunlight sensors that told the old lights when to turn off. Furthermore, 

the ability to remotely dim and brighten the lights and set daylight schedules has              

reduced energy bills by another 32%. 

Chattanooga has  

saved  

$1 million  

Before After 

Picture of Frazier Street in Chattanooga, TN before and after the new lighting. 

Case Study: Chattanooga, TN 
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The Sensus FlexNet System Aids Recovery Efforts from Historic Storm 

Alabama Power Company built and maintained its Outage Management Systems (OMS) 

for many years. The OMS is a valuable tool that alerts technicians to the number of  

customers without power. But while an OMS can estimate where service is out, it can't 

necessarily reflect where service is back on, or more importantly, what locations could 

actually take power. To address this issue, the OMS system was integrated with the 

Sensus FlexNet system for greater situational awareness during outages. The Sensus 

advanced meters send real-time alerts to signal outages sooner than customers can call 

the utility to report the outage. With these messages, the OMS can specify critical 

loads, typically hospitals, fire stations or traffic signals for priority restoration. 

This system was tested during the tornado on April 27, 2012. Over 400,000 customers 

were without power at the peak of the 

storms. More than 5,200 poles and 

more than 400 transmission system 

structures were damaged or destroyed. 

In addition, more than 300 substations 

lost power and six substations were ei-

ther destroyed or suffered significant 

damage. At least 10,000 customers 

could not take power because of severe 

damage. However, the Sensus FlexNet system remained largely intact.  

Eight days after the storms, most of the critical infrastructure had been repaired. With 

the OMS and FlexNet combination, the utility could ensure power was on without   

having to dispatch personnel. This allowed restoration work to be prioritized for the 

most affected areas. When feeders were rebuilt and placed back in service, AMI     

feedback from individual accounts relayed the status of individual premises to the OMS    

system so that a call or dispatch to the location weren't necessary. Meter data could 

also be graphically displayed to understand the level of damage and help prioritize    

recovery operations. Additionally, it helped personnel estimate the number of premises 

that were no longer able to take service because of storm damage. 

Case Study: Alabama Power Company 

Graphical representation of outages 



 

 

Our Customers 

At Sensus, customer satisfaction is our top priority.  

We utilize various communication vehicles to survey and support our customers.       
Information received from this type of communication provides clear direction to    
Sensus leaders about our customers needs, helps with strategic planning, and gives    
focus to our business units for specific projects.  

Some of those communications vehicles are as follows:  

“Voice of the Customer” - Customer Satisfaction Survey 

Goal is to develop and execute a global customer survey to benchmark and 
validate the perception of Sensus in the marketplace 

The results will provide direction for Sensus’ leadership in order to focus     
efforts where customer perceptions may be different than our own views 

Ongoing surveys will ensure that new projects continue to add value for     
current and prospective customers 

Product warranties and meter return program 

Sensus offers market leading product warranties 

Customers have the option to either repair or replace the product, provided 
the Customer returns the product to the location designated by Sensus within 
the warranty period  

Full legal warranties are available from Sensus sales and at www.sensus.com  

 

 

 

 

We strive to go beyond satisfaction and to delight our customers in all ways. 
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Employees 



 

 

Our Employees 

Employee Benefits 

With over 3,000 employees located on five continents and in 18 different countries, 

providing a rewarding place to work and develop is a critical component of Sensus’   

vision. Central to this commitment, Sensus provides all employees, regardless of race 

or gender, with comprehensive compensation and benefits programs.  

U.S. based, non-bargaining fulltime employees at Sensus receive medical, dental and 

vision insurance;  basic, supplemental and dependent life insurance; Accidental Death 

& Dismemberment (AD&D); Health and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts; 

and Short- and Long-Term Disability Insurance. Employees are also provided a       

competitive vacation package that includes 12 paid holidays and three weeks of vaca-

tion time. A full-time employee is defined as someone who works 35 or more hours 

per week.  

In addition, U.S.-based, non-bargaining full-time employees are automatically enrolled 

at 3% in the Company’s 401(k) plan. Sensus matches the first 3% of employee         

contributions, and 50% of the next 2% of employee contributions. An employee may 

elect to contribute from zero to 50 % of their base pay each year, up to the IRS limits. 

20 
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Rewarding Workplace 

Health and Wellness 

At Sensus, we recognize that employee health goes beyond providing access to          

affordable healthcare. To assist workers and their families with combating serious     

disease, several of our facilities provide information about healthy eating and weight 

control. In addition, our Smith-Blair facility reimburses employee gym membership 

fees, provided that they go to the gym at least 10 times per month. 

Lifelong Learning 

Because Sensus believes that formal education has a positive impact on an employee’s 

contribution to the company, we support self-development and educational efforts by 

providing reimbursements for many of the expenses associated with continuing       

education courses. Sensus provides reimbursement for 100% of the expenses             

associated with attending college while employed at Sensus, including tuition, books, 

registration and required fees. In addition, all job related professional certification     

examinations are covered. 

Global Talent Management 

At Sensus, people are our number one asset. We have developed a Global Talent    

Management Program that identifies and prepares our future leaders. Each year      

Sensus selects up to a hundred employees from the around the globe for the program, 

which offers participants enriching activities such as 360 feedback, mentor programs, 

leadership training, executive visibility opportunities and personalized developmental 

plans. 

Performance Reviews 

At Sensus, an important part of employee growth is to ensure that all employees        

receive regular performance reviews. All U.S.-based, non-bargaining fulltime employees 

receive an annual evaluation using the Sensus Annual Evaluation Plan. Wage increases 

and performance rewards for hourly employees at our Smith-Blair and Uniontown, PA 

facilities are addressed through their Collective Bargaining Agreements. Hourly         

employees at Sensus Automotive and the DuBois facility conduct their own annual 

evaluations for hourly employees using a specific hourly evaluation system. 



 

 

Diversity at Sensus 

Human Rights in the Workplace 

Sensus received two discrimination claims in 2012 from the EEOC (Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission).  Both of those claims were handled by local legal represen-

tation with one claim being completely dismissed by the EEOC and one claim that is still 

pending review. In addition to formal alleged cases of discrimination and harassment, 

Sensus’ Alertline is in place to capture Ethics and Compliance concerns from         

anonymous sources. Sensus encourages employees to seek guidance and report      

concerns through the Alertline which is communicated to all new hires and yearly 

through our EEO and Harassment Training. Through the Alertline and Human Resources 

channels, Sensus identifies potential issues, prevents incidents from occurring and    

addresses discrimination and harassment issues when they do arise. Items identified 

through these channels help Sensus management to identify key risks, develop           

appropriate training, and comply with all Federal and State anti-discrimination and    

anti-harassment laws. 

 Age Range 

 Male Female Total 

Under 30 68% 32% 17% 

30-50 70% 30% 49% 

Over 50 68% 32% 34% 

Sensus is committed to providing a fair and equal opportunity for all employees, and 
recognizes that having a diverse workforce contributes to a successful organization. 

Discrimination in hiring, promotion and all other employment decisions on the basis of 
race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, veteran 
status or any other basis protected by federal, state or local laws is prohibited. Sensus' 
global operations comply with applicable laws and company business standards.  

 

 Ethnic Origin 

 
White 

African 
American 

Hispanic Asian 
Native 

American  

Two or 
More 
Races 

Female 26% 41% 24% 24% 100% 33% 

Male 74% 59% 76% 76% 0 66% 

Total 
2012* 87% 8% 1% 3.50% 0.10% 0.40% 

       

*Ethnic Origin only collected for U.S. employees    

 Employee Type/Contract 

 Female Male Total 

Regular Full Time 31% 69% 3,043 

Regular Part Time 72% 28% 43 

Temporary Full Time 26% 74% 95 

Temporary Part Time 100% 0% 2 

Apprentice 35% 65% 48 

Intern/Co-op 25% 75% 35 

Trainee 29% 71% 7 

22 
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Employee Health and Safety 

At Sensus, we make every effort to provide a safe work environment for all employees 

and are committed to properly managing any           

incidents that do occur. When an incident does occur, 

Sensus works to minimize the time lost by providing 

opportunities for on-the-job restrictions and/or  

transfers until the employee can return to work.  

All data reported is for our U.S. manufacturing facilities.  All rates are based on 100 full-time employees working one year, which equals 

200,000 work hours. The numbers on or above the bar represent the number of incidents. Sensus does not track absentee data unre-

lated to on the job injury/illnesses. 

 2009 2010 2011 

Injury Rate 5.33 5.64 4.18 

Illness Rate 0.44 0.87 0.39 
Total Recordable Incident 
Rate 5.77 6.51 4.57 

Lost Day Rate 101.51 124.02 17.6 

Restriction Day Rate 86.28 116.05 50.18 

Lost Time Incident Rate 2.18 2.62 0.97 

Our  facility in  

Russellville, KY received 

the North American Die 

Casting Award for Perfect 

Safety in 2011 

Since 2009, our Lost Time Incident Rate 

decreased by 56% and our Recordable  

Incident Rate decreased by 21%, our     

injury rate decreased by 22%, and our  

illness rate  decreased by 25%.  



 

 

Environment 
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Energy Use 

At Sensus, we are constantly working to reduce the energy needs of our facilities. In 

addition to the manufacturing cost savings that come with effectively managing our 

energy use, we can conserve valuable natural resources and reduce our greenhouse 

gas emissions, which contribute to climate change. Our U.S. facilities use a               

combination of natural gas and electricity to power our operations. The data below  

details our energy use from these sources between 2009 and 2011. 

Electric 

In 2011, we used 146, 573 billion Joules 

of electricity, which is an absolute       

reduction of 8% from 2009 and an 

11.6% reduction from 2010. During this 

same time period, our sales rose by 

14%.  

When this data is normalized for sales, 

Sensus decreased the amount of      

electricity used every year. In 2011, we  

used 240 billion Joules of electricity per million dollars of sales. This represents a       

decrease of 20% since 2009 and a decrease of 18% from 2010. 

Environment 

Natural Gas 

A similar trend to our electric use was seen for natural gas. 

In 2011, we used 81, 404 billion Joules 

of natural gas, which is an absolute    

reduction of 4.3% from 2009 and a 

4.4% reduction from 2010.  

When this data is normalized for sales, 

Sensus decreased the amount of     

natural gas used every year. In 2011, 

we  used 133 billion Joules of natural 

gas per million dollars of sales. This     

represents a decrease of 16% since 

2009 and a decrease of 12% from 2010. 



 

 

Efficiency Upgrades 

One of the ways we reduce our energy use is by upgrading older equipment with 

newer, more efficient equipment and installing new, energy saving technologies. Our 

recent upgrades include: 

Both Dubois and Uniontown, PA facilities have recently completed upgrades to their 

lighting and roof to reduce energy consumption. In DuBois, Plant 1 replaced            

approximately 178,400 W metal Halide lights with four lamp 54-watt T5/HO lights 

and 164,250 W metal Halide lights with four lamp 54-watt T5/HO lights, as well as         

replacing various task and office lights with the more efficient T8 electronic light    

fixtures. In addition to energy savings, this upgrade increased the light quality           

dramatically in most areas. The project occurred in three phases from 2010 through 

2011.  

 

Our DuBois facility is in the process of replacing its 

old roof with one that has an R-value of 18.3. To 

date, 85% of the roof at Liberty Blvd. and 14% of 

the roof at Dock Street have been replaced. Both 

roofs are on schedule to be completely replaced by 

2015. 

To assist with heating costs at our Uniontown      

facility, the heat generated from the air             

compressor is vented to the factory floor instead of 

being released to the outside.   

 

Smith-Blair recently completed a lighting upgrade to its entire facility. The factory 

floor lights were replaced with LED lights, and all lights in the entire facility are new 

motion sense lights. This upgrade was completed in January 2011; energy reductions 

are currently being tracked and will be reported in our 2012 report. In addition to 

the lighting upgrades, Smith-Blair has partnered with University of Arkansas to     

perform an energy audit. Their recommendations should provide for a further 10% 

reduction in energy use.  
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Water Use 

Globally, water scarcity and access to safe drinking water are major concerns. Although 

these concerns are global, conservation initiatives must address water scarcity at the 

local or regional level where scarcity is present. In addition to developing products that 

assist communities with monitoring and managing water use, Sensus is committed to 

effectively managing the water used in its day-to-day operations.  

All water used at U.S. locations comes from 

municipal or city water supplies. In 2011,    

Sensus used 69,008 cubic meters of water. This 

is an 11.7% reduction from 2009, and a 4.1% 

reduction from 2010. When normalized for 

sales, we reduced our water usage by 22.6% 

since 2009 and by 11.7% since 2010. In addi-

tion to process reductions, our facilities in Uniontown, PA and in Morrisville, NC recycle 

the water used for meter testing, further reducing the amount of water needed in our 

operations.  

Facilities in Uniontown, PA and 

in Morrisville, NC recycle the 

water used for meter testing, 

further reducing the amount of 

water used in our operations.  



 

 

Waste Disposal 

At Sensus, waste reduction is an important priority, and we continually strive to     

eliminate the inefficient or ineffective use of materials. Waste disposal data was        

collected from all four U.S. manufacturing facilities, but was unavailable for our office 

locations due to community disposal. In 2011, we reduced the total amount of waste 

generated by 17%. When normalized for sales, we reduced total waste production by 

24% from 2010 and by 12% from 2009.  

While our data indicates that the 

amount of waste generated increased 

from 2009 to 2010, in reality, our waste 

generation between 2009 and 2010 

most likely  decreased. In 2010, our  

Orlando, FL operations were          

transferred to Uniontown, PA. Waste 

data for Orlando is not available for 

2009, and, therefore, not included in 

the    total amount of waste generated for 2009.  

Hazardous Waste 

Hazardous waste generated by Sensus makes up <1% of the total amount of waste   

generated. Where possible, we replace hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives. 

Last year, our DuBois facility stopped using Hexavalent chromium coatings, which are       

recognized as a human carcinogen, to safer Trivalent chromium coatings. Additionally, 

Sensus is committed ensuring that our hazardous waste is properly disposed of using a 

certified waste disposal facility. We plan to continue to minimize the amount of        

hazardous waste generated and to work with disposal companies to encourage the      

re-use and  recycle of materials. 

 Metric Tons of Hazardous Waste Metric Tons of Non-Hazardous Waste 

 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Landfill 3.4 1 2.18 673.11 763.41 579.39 

Recycling 0.69 1.13 1.11 155.9 169.02 158.7 

Resale 0 0 0 1,097.39 1,395.04 1,186.98 

Waste to Energy 2.84 7.75 4.77 7.2 6.3 7.88 

Total 6.93 9.88 8.06 1,933.6 2,333.77 1,932.95 
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Waste Disposal Cont’d 

Resale 

Metal resale is a vital part of waste management at Sensus. Our manufacturing           

facilities resell leftover and scrap metal, as well as all metal recovered from products 

returned through our warranty program. In 2011, metal resale accounted for over 60% 

of our waste stream. Through increased resale, we have increased the amount of waste       

diverted from the landfill by 5% since 2009. 

Recycling 

All U.S. Sensus locations participate in recycling programs. Our office locations recycle 

paper, aluminum and plastic. In addition, E-waste and Lithium batteries collected from 

meters are recycled. Our manufacturing facilities contract with waste disposal         

companies that recycle used oil and parts washer fluids. Wood shipping pallets from 

our DuBois, PA facility are turned in to fuel, mulch and animal bedding. Shredded paper 

from our Uniontown, PA facility is given to a local animal shelter for bedding.               

Additionally, the boxes used to ship our products to our customers are recycled       

cardboard and use vegetable ink to allow for further recycling.  

In addition to participation in recycling programs, Sensus is actively involved in           

reducing and reusing materials. Leftover plastic and plastic from meters returned under 

our warranty program is reground for reuse in molding operations at our Uniontown 

and DuBois, PA facilities; Smith-Blair collects leftover powder paint from the paint      

filters for reuse, Sensus Automotive re-melts all clean aluminum for recasting, and 

cardboard boxes that products arrive in are saved for re-use. 

Compliance 

In 2009, Sensus received a $12,678 fine for storing hazardous waste greater than 180 days, not      

conducting weekly inspections, having an open, unlabeled box of fluorescent light bulbs and not     

displaying the correct start date of waste accumulation. These issues were corrected and no further 

notices of violation or fines have been received. 



 

 

Air Emissions 

Operations at Sensus generate air emissions, including sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen   

oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particulate matter (PM), hazardous 

air pollutants (HAPs) and carbon 

monoxide (CO). These air       

emissions are generated from 

boilers and process emissions    

associated with adhesive             

application, product surface coat-

ing (wet paint), product surface 

blasting, metal parts grinding and 

welding.  

All emissions decreased between 

2009 and 2011, with the exception of SOx emissions, which remained constant.          

Estimated emissions of CO from Sensus’ U.S. facilities decreased by 37% to 1.9 metric 

tons from 2009 to 2011. NOx emissions decreased by 42% to 2.1 metric tons during the 

same period. The quantity of VOCs emitted decreased by 61% to 4.1 metric tons, HAPs 

emissions decreased by 78% to 1.1 metric tons, 

and PM emissions decreased by 28% to 2.6      

metric tons. The increase in PM in 2010 is due to 

year-to-year variations in production of certain 

product lines. To further reduce emissions,      

Sensus is actively examining processes that    

produce the majority of our emissions and       

determining if other technologies or methods exist that would reduce or eliminate 

these emissions. 

 Air Emissions in Metric Tons 
 2009 2010 2011 

NOx 3.6 3.5 2.1 

SOx 0.01 0.02 0.01 

VOCs 10.4 5.9 4.1 

HAPs 5.0 1.5 1.1 

PM 3.6 4.4 2.6 

CO 3.0 3.0 1.9 

Compliance 

In 2010, Sensus received a $4,725 fine for being out of compliance with one of our air permits. This 

was due to process changes that altered our air emissions for the facility. That facility is currently in 

the process of rewriting its air emissions permit to accurately reflect the appropriate quantities and 

substances emitted. While their emissions are included in our 2009 data, they did not track air emis-

sions in 2010 or 2011, therefore, those emissions are not reported. The new permit should be ap-

proved by the end of 2012, and emissions will be reported in the 2013 report.  
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 

Sensus calculates Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions using the Greenhouse Gas        

Protocol of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and the World 

Resources Institute. The majority of our GHG emissions come from indirect sources. 

Sensus’ direct emissions—those from combustion of natural gas for energy—totaled 

3,938 metric tons of CO2 equivalents, a decrease of 4% from 2009.  

Our share of indirect emissions—those associated with electricity purchased from    

off-site suppliers—for all U.S. locations in 2011 is 27,072 metric tons of CO2        

equivalents, a decrease of 9% since 2009. When normalized for sales, Sensus’ total 

GHG emissions decreased from 64 tons to 51 tons per million dollars of sales since 

2009, a decrease of 20%. 



 

 

Moving Forward 

The development of our Environmental Sustainability Program in 2012 marked an       

important year at Sensus. Through meetings with key stakeholders and in the process of 

compiling this report, we have been able to establish benchmarks that will allow us to 

develop future sustainability metrics. At this time, we have developed several broad  

sustainability goals to help us move forward. They are as follows: 

1) Develop and implement a Community Giving/Charitable Donations policy 

2) Develop targeted goals that will allow us to measure progress moving forward 

3) Deliver an annual Environmental Sustainability Report to the public 

 

We plan to release a supplement to this report in 2013 that will provide updates for   

calendar year 2012. This framework will allow us to release future yearly reports in               

conjunction with the beginning of our fiscal year.  
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Global Reporting Initiative Index 

Part I: Profile Disclosures  

Category Description Location within Report 

1. Strategy and Analysis   

1.1 
Statement from the most senior decision maker of the organization about the 
relevance of sustainability to the organization and its strategy 

Letter from the CEO, Page 2 

2. Organizational Profile   

2.1 Name of the organization Sensus 

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 
Company History, Page 6;  
Our Products, Page 14 

2.3 
Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating  
companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures 

About Sensus, Page 5 

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters. Raleigh, NC 

2.5 
Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries 
with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability 
issues covered in the report 

About this Report, Page 4; 
About Sensus, Page 5 

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form About Sensus, Page 5 

2.7 
Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of 
customers/beneficiaries) 

About Sensus, Page 5 

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization 
About Sensus, Page 5;        
Our Employees, Page 19 

2.9 
Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or     
ownership 

About Sensus, Page 5 

2.1 Awards received in the reporting period About Sensus, Page 5 

3. Report Parameters   

3.1 Reporting period for information provided  About this Report, Page 4 

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any) N/A - First Report 

3.3 Reporting cycle About this Report, Page 4 

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents Bobbi.Harris@Sensus.com 

3.5 Process for defining report content About this Report, Page 4 

3.6 Boundary of the report About this Report, Page 4 

3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report About this Report, Page 4 

3.8 
Basis for reporting joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced       
operations, and other entities that can significantly affect comparability from   
period to period and/or between organizations 

About this Report, Page 4 

3.10 
Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier 
reports, and the reasons for such re-statement 

N/A - First Report 

3.11 
Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or 
measurement methods applied in the report 

N/A - First Report 

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report GRI Index, Page 33 

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement   

4.1 
Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest 
governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy or         
organizational oversight 

Organizational Structure, 
Page 7 

4.2 
Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive 
officer 

Organizational Structure, 
Page 7 

4.3 
For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and     
gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or 
non-executive members 

Organizational Structure, 
Page 7 

mailto:bobbi.harris@sensus.com


 

 

Global Reporting Initiative Index, Cont’d 

4.4 
Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendation or di-
rection to the highest governance body 

Organizational Structure, Page 7 

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 
Engaging Our Stakeholders, Page 
10 

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 
Engaging Our Stakeholders, Page 
10 

Part II: Performance Indicators   

Category   Description Reported Location within Report 

1. Environmental       

Materials EN2 
Percentage of materials used that are recycled input     
materials 

Partially Recycling, Page 29 

Energy EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source Fully Natural Gas, Page 25 

  EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source Fully Electric, Page 25 

  EN5 
Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency             
improvements 

Fully 
Energy Use, Page 25;        
Efficiency Upgrades, Page 26 

  EN6 
Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy 
based products and services, and reductions in energy 
requirements as a result of these initiatives 

Partially Our Products, Page 14-17 

Water EN8 Total water withdrawal by source Fully Water Use, Page 27 

  EN10 
Percentage and total volume of water recycled and re-
used 

Partially Water Use, Page 27 

Emissions, Effluents 
and Waste 

EN16 
Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by 
weight 

Fully 
Greenhouse Gas             
Emissions, Page 31 

EN18 
Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and       
reductions achieved 

Fully 
Efficiency Upgrades, Page 
26; Greenhouse Gas      
Emissions, Page 31 

EN20 
NO, SO, and other significant air emissions by type and 
weight 

Fully Air Emissions, Page 30 

  EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method Fully Waste Disposal, Page 28-29 

  EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills Fully None 

Products & Services EN26 
Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products 
and services, and the extent of impact mitigation 

Partially Our Products, Page 14-17 

Compliance EN28 
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with           
environmental laws and regulations 

Fully 
Waste Disposal, Page 28-29;                                              
Air Emissions, Page 30 

2. Economic         

Economic               
Performance 

EC1 

Direct economic value generated and distributed,          
including revenues, operating costs, employee              
compensation, donations, and other community            
investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital 
providers and governments 

Fully 

Because we are aprivately 
held company, we do not 
disclose the economic value           
generated & distributed; 
Community Involvement, 
Page 12-13 

Market Presence EC6 
Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-
based suppliers at significant locations of operation 

Partially 
Community Involvement, 
Page 12-13 
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Global Reporting Initiative Index, Cont’d 

3. Labor Practices and Decent Work     

Employment LA1 
Total workforce by employment type, employment        
contract, and region, broken down by gender 

Fully 
Our Employees, Page 19; 
Diversity at Sensus, Page 
22 

  LA3 
Benefits provided to full time employees that are not     
provided to temporary or part-time employees, by        
significant locations of operation 

Fully 
Employee Benefits, Page 
20 

Labor/ Management 
Relations 

LA4 
Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 
agreements 

Fully 
30% of U.S. employees 
are covered by collective 
bargaining agreements. 

Occupational Health 
and Safety 

LA7 
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost day, and        
absenteeism, and total number of work-related fatalities, 
by region and by gender 

Fully 
Employee Health and 
Safety, Page 23 

Training and           
Education 

LA11 
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that 
support the continued employability of employees and 
assist them in managing career endings 

Fully 
Lifelong Learning, Page 
21 

  
LA12 

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews, by gender 

Fully 
Performance Reviews, 
Page 21 

Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity 

LA13 

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of   
employees per employee category according to gender, 
age group, minority group membership, and other         
indicators of diversity 

Fully 
Organizational Structure, 
Page 7; Diversity at     
Sensus, Page 22 

4. Human Rights Performance      

Non-Discrimination HR4 
Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken 

Fully 
Human Rights in the 
Workplace, Page 22 

5. Product Responsibility     

Marketing and     
Communications 

PR5 
Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results 
of surveys measuring customer satisfaction 

Fully Our Customers, Page 18 
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